
“...A marble carving may realistically represent an animal, but as a work of sculptural art it be-
comes an imaginative object. The same can be said of any story well told, whether mythology or per-
sonal history. … All art, in this way, happens in a make-believe world. This applies to nominative, 
abstract art as much as to representational arts. Artistic experience takes place in the theater of the 
imagination.” –Denis Dutton
 
On December 12th, 2014 Moskowitz Gallery will open its first large-scale installation, Olympus 
by artist Zachary Aronson. Featuring 12 burned wood towers referencing Greek Mythology and 
a re-flooring of the gallery; Aronson’s installation will transform the space into an environment of 
contemplation by revisiting ancient mythologies through the guise of the imaginative experience.
 
Expanding on his extensive drawing practice, Zachary Aronson uses a wide range of wood burn-
ing tools to effectively draw with fire creating what are referred to as pyrographs. Implementing 
this new technique has expanded his visual vocabulary into realms that conflate drawing and 
sculpture using all the earthly properties involved: texture and color of wood, butane, fire, and 
ash. According to mythology, Prometheus empowered humanity with the knowledge of fire, which 
he stole from the Olympians. In a curiously ironic twist, fire is the very medium Aronson uses to 
depict each God.
 
When dismantled and arranged laterally, each of the towers depicts different mythological Gods 
rendered from live models. Instead of displaying the pyrograph planks in linear order, Aronson 
fragments the portraits by stacking them, with respect to their hierarchy, into variously sized tow-
ers ranging from 6 to 17 feet in height. By abstracting such common myths to near disassociation, 
we experience the installation through our own imaginative efforts in the theater of the mind. His 
third large-scale installation and most epic to date, Aronson’s Olympus continues to build on a 
lifelong drawing practice by transcending the page into this fully immersive environment. 
 
Zachary Aronson graduated from USC’s Roski School of Fine Arts and the California Institute of the 
Arts with degrees in Fine Art and is currently a graduate student in the Scene Design program at the 
California Institute of the Arts.
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